Abstract -Inflectors -the programs that generate different forms of the given lemma -are important part of natural language processing, especially natural language generation. They, along with lemmatizers -the programs that determine the lemma of the word -also can be used in teaching grammar. However, writing an efficient inflector is not an easy task and many modern applications have deficiencies. The article compares several modern open source inflectors using samelemma detection method, which defines if inflector could be used to identify, that two different words belong to the same lemma.
I. INTRODUCTION
A word change (an inflection) is a word-forming mechanism for expressing various grammatical categories, such as tension, mood, voice, aspect, person, gender, number and case. The fusional morphology is often implemented by concatenating related morphemes (prefixes and suffixes) with a root, but modifications, such as consonant duplicating and vowel change are also used [1] .
Automated word inflection is one of the problems of natural language processing. The most popular application field for word inflection is various online stores, where nouns are inflected for the number when the quantity of the goods is changed. In some programming languages, such as Ruby, noun inflection is used to generate a method name, automatically generating the plural form of nouns. A special case of the inflection problem for verbs occurs in the generation and analysis of texts. Inflection helps to compare verbs in different forms, though methods of lemmatization and stemming also can be used for this purpose [2] . The problem of word-change also comes up in the corpus linguistics, where it can be used together with lemmatization in order to increase the accuracy of classification [3] . The task of word inflection also comes up when learning a foreign language, in order to understand the rules of word formation in a specific case using an example.
Word inflection is a difficult task because of the large quantity of rules and exceptions. It is solved by various approaches, with each approach imposing additional restrictions on a set of words that will be correctly inflected.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Most word inflection applications do noun inflections, allowing to form plural and singular forms. These tools cover a set of tasks that often come up when running various online services. In most cases of noun inflection, a fixed set of rules is used for altering words while application maintains a database of exceptions.
Generalizations of this approach for several parts of speech are also used. The typical example is en-inflectors library which is written on the basis of Node.js platform and has a sufficiently large volume of tests [4] .
The natural approach for solving the complete problem of word inflection is to create a dictionary, which contains words, their respective lemmas and parts of speech [5] . This approach requires a large quantity of resources to create an extensive database of words. However, it provides greater accuracy of the conversion compared to other approaches. The example of this approach is SimpleNLG library for the English language which is written in the Java programming language [6] .
Another possible approach is combining the compilation of a dictionary and predicting the word form if the necessary one was not found in the dictionary. This form is based on the data about similar words. A popular tool for Russian and English languages which uses this approach is the phpMorphy library which is written in the PHP programming language [7] .
Yet another approach is to make up a set of rules for words that use common rules to construct different forms [8] . This set of rules can be made up manually or can be the result of machine learning on a large set of words and their declensions. The results obtained through machine learning show good accuracy and can be extended for use in different languages, but they still have less accuracy compared with rule-based and dictionary-based approaches [9] .
III. METHODS AND SAMPLE
This paper compares the accuracy of several tools for word inflection in the English language that were selected by the authors and a rule-based tool written by the authors (word_operators_inflector) to determine the efficiency of different approaches. The tools for declining nouns, adjectives and adverbs, and conjugating verbs were chosen for complex evaluation during the experiment.
Authors used two approaches to evaluate the efficiency of inflection software. Lemmatization approach was used besides usual conversions between different forms of the word. It was assumed that inflector which can be used to correctly determine whether two words are the forms of one lemma will inflect both words correctly. This hypothesis can be verified by finding the number of words on which the tool has successfully coped with the task of word change and has not coped with the task of lemmatization and the number of words on which the tool has successfully coped with the task of lemmatization and has failed to do the task of word inflection.
The proposed comparison scheme consists of changing the word in a given form to a lemma and comparing it with the assumed lemma, then changing the word from the lemma to a given form. Some lemmatizers, that don't perform word inflection, were included in the list of compared tools in order to compare their efficiency in lemmatization with word inflection tools.
English is considered to be weakly inflected language. Inflections are divided into 2 groups: declining and conjugating. Conjugation refers to verbs that change their form to express different grammar categories. Declension refers to other parts of speech that can undergo inflection. They are nouns, pronouns, adjectives and adverbs [10] .
Verbs are conjugated to reflect tense, aspect, mood, voice, person and speech. All these categories are formed using auxiliary verbs and verb participles [11] .
There are technically only two grammatical verb tenses in English: the past tense and the present tense. Verbs in their basic form inherently describe the present time, and they can be conjugated into a unique form that describes the past. English verbs have no future tense in the strict sense because there is no unique verb form to denote future action. Nevertheless, we commonly refer to several structures that are used for future meaning as belonging to the future tense. While tense is shows when an action, state of being, or event occurs, grammatical aspect is concerned with how it occurs in time. Each verb tense has four aspects, or temporal structures: the simple, the perfect, the continuous, and the perfect continuous (see table 1 ). simple subject + will + infinitive verb (VBP) perfect subject + will have + past participle(VBD) continuous subject + will+ be + present participle (VBG) future perfect continuous subject + will + have + been + present participle (VBG)
As we can see from the table 1, the unique verb forms are the infinitive form (VBP), past form (VBD), past participle form (VBN), present participle form (VBG).These forms should be used in the experiment.
The vast majority of verbs add suffix '-d' or '-ed' to form VBD and VBN. But there are many verbs that form VBD and VBN by adding other suffixes, prefixes and infixes and by modifications, such as consonant duplicating and vowel change. VBG is formed by adding suffix '-ing' to the end of the verb.
Grammatical person refers to the degree of involvement of a participant in an action, event, or circumstance. There are three degrees of grammatical person: first person (the speaker), second person (someone being spoken to), and third person (anyone/anything not being directly addressed).
The vast majority of verbs only conjugate for the third-person singular subjects (he, she, and it) by taking suffix '-s' or '-es'. However, the verb "be" is unique. It has five different conjugations according to the grammatical person of its subject and the tense of the verb. The authors decided to add only the third person present form (VBZ) of the verb to the experiment because the only verb "be" has more than two forms according to the grammatical person of its subject and the tense of the verb.
Grammatical mood refers to the way in which a verb is used to express certain meaning by the speaker. Grammatical voice describes the relationship between the verb and the subject in a sentence. Every kind of grammatical mood (the indicative mood, the subjunctive mood and the imperative mood) and verb constructions of active voice, passive voice and middle voice use VBP, VBD, VBN, VBG or VBZ in their verb construction, so covering them doesn't require adding new verb forms.
Grammatical speech refers to how we report what another person said, which affects the conjugation of the verbs that are used. Direct speech refers to the direct quotation of something that someone else said. Because the quote happened in the past, the reporting verb is put into VBD, but the verbs used within the quotation don't change (VBP, VBD, VBN, VBG and VBZ can be used there). Reported or indirect speech is used when it is necessary to paraphrase what somebody said, rather than directly quoting him. In reported speech, according to conventional rules, we must change the paraphrased information one degree into the past as shown in table 2. So, the inflection of the verb can be tested by testing conversion between each possible pair of five main forms of the verb: VBP, VBD, VBN, VBG and VBZ. Nouns are declined for the number [11] . Plurals of nouns are used to indicate when there is more than one person, place, animal, or thing. Nouns form the plural by adding suffix '-s' or '-es' to the end of the word. Nouns are also declined to reflect gender (as in prince (masculine) vs. princess (feminine)). Since most nouns don't change when inflected for gender, only pluralization abilities should be tested in the experiment. So, tests for noun inflection include comparing infinitive form (NN) with plural form (NNS).
Very little number of pronouns is a subject of inflection. Only the pronoun "who", whose object form is "whom" and possessive is "whose", and personal pronouns are declined. There are only 8 personal pronouns ("I", "you", "he", "she", "it", "we", "you", "they"). They are declined based on the grammatical number, person, gender, and case. As we can see, the quantity of inflected pronouns is minor, so the personal pronouns' declension is not examined in the experiment.
The rules for adjectives and adverbs inflection to create noninfinitive forms are equal [11] . Adjectives, as adverbs, add suffix '-er' to form comparative form and suffix '-est' to form superlative form. So in the experiment there were used the infinitive (RB), comparative (RBR) and superlative (RBS) forms of adverbs and infinitive (JJ), comparative (JJR) and superlative (JJS) forms adjectives.
All inflection forms of noun, verb, adjective and adverb that were selected for the experiment are shown in table 3. Tests were divided into 3 main categories: tests for noun inflection, tests for adjective and adverb inflection and tests for verb inflection.
The tests for noun inflection contained nouns, that end in consonant + suffix '-y' (drops suffix '-y' and adds suffix '-ies' pluralizing), suffix '-ie' (suffix '-ies' turns to suffix '-ie' lemmatizing, not suffix '-y'), vowel + suffix '-y' (adds suffix '-s' pluralizing), suffixes '-ss', '-x', '-sh', '-ch', '-z' (adds suffix '-es' pluralizing), vowel + suffix '-o' (adds suffix '-s' pluralizing), consonant + suffix '-o' (adds suffix '-es' pluralizing), foreign word and musical terms ending in suffix '-o' (adds suffix '-s' pluralizing), suffixes '-oe' (adds '-s' pluralizing), '-f', '-fe' (suffixes '-f', '-fe' turn to '-ves' pluralizing), including irregular suffixes '-f', '-fe' nouns (adds suffix '-s' pluralizing), latin nouns (have their own rules of pluralization) and irregular nouns (defy spelling guidelines).
The tests for adjectives and adverbs contained monosyllabic adjectives, that end in suffix '-e' (adds suffix '-r' in comparative and suffix '-st' in superlative), single vowel + consonant, suffix '-y' (drops suffix '-y' and adds suffix '-ier' in comparative and suffix '-iest' in superlative), other monosyllabic adjectives (adds suffix '-er' in comparative and suffix '-est' in superlative), disyllabic adjectives ending in suffix '-y', suffix '-ow', suffix '-er' (uses same rules of declension as monosyllabic adjectives), adjectives, that use both methods of declension (suffix '-er', suffix '-est' and prepending words "more", "most"), polysyllabic adjectives (are prepended by "more" in comparative and "most" in superlative) and irregular adjectives (defy spelling guidelines).
The tests for verbs contained irregular verbs (defy spelling guidelines), compound irregular verbs (inflected like irregular noun  -single  -noun  -plural  -verb  infinitive  single  -verb  third person present  single  -verb  past  single  -verb  past participle  single  -verb  present participle  single  -adjective/ To form testing sample English dictionary from the LanguageTool project [12] was used. The dictionary contained about 350 000 entries. Each entry consists of a lemma, word form and word form tags from Penn Treebank tagset.Quantity of pairs "lemma-word" for each form that was used in the experiment is shown in table 4. The distribution of words was uneven, but since results for each word form was calculated independently it hadn't affected the final result. The distribution of words in the experiment is close to the distribution of words in dictionaries of the English language [13] . The number of words in each category is large enough to draw statistically correct conclusions for the whole category.
To find out whether tested software can be safely used to determine whether two words belonging to the same lemma, the words from the dictionary were paired, the number of relevant pairs used in the experiment is shown in table 5.
IV. DISCUSSION
For each tool and for each pair of words two results were determined. First, the programming tool was used to determine whether the pair belongs to the certain lemma, this can be done for both inflection tools and lemmatizers. Since all pairs were constructed from one lemma, a positive result shows that the tool worked correctly in this case, thus a portion of the false negative results can be determined for each tool.
The second result is calculated only for tools that have the ability to inflect a given lemma. This result shows the correctness of word changing to both word forms. The second result is used to test the hypothesis of the validity of comparing inflection applications based on their lemmatization ability. Table 6 shows the average values of the results of reduction to one lemma (first result), grouped by inflection tools and type of transformation. In table 7 you can see the average values of the results of inflection from lemma to the given form. Word form  NN  NNS  JJ  JJR  JJS  VBP  VBG  VBZ  VBD  VBN  amount  78876  73235  55445  2480  2133  8581  8535  8402  8642  8676   TABLE V. amount  2331  1989  2110  54827  8328  8327  8350  8324  8348  8294  8300  8293  8299  8283   TABLE VI Table 6 shows that in doing lemmatizing the best software is inflector phpMorphy. It is strictly better than other tools with notable exception of word_operators_inflector (a lemmatizing software written by the authors) for the adjectives. It should be noted that lemmatization is included in the list of official functions for phpMorphy. Another inflection tool -SimpleNLG -shows rather poor results. SimpleNLG is a library which primary aim is text generation and it works better inflecting lemmas to different word forms than between lemmatizing word forms. In table 7 it can be seen that SimpleNLG shows a better results than phpMorphy on tests with adjectives and nouns, and worse results on tests with verbs.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WORDS BY WORD FORMS
WORD PAIR DISTRIBUTION, USED IN TESTING
Initial pairs
JJ-JJR
JJ-JJS
JJR-JJS
NN-NNS
VBP-VBD
VBP-VBN
VBP-VBZ
VBP-VBG
VBD-VBN
VBD-VBZ
VBD-VBG
VBN-VBZ
VBN-VBG
VBZ-VBG
Relative error of the lemmatizing and inflection is shown in table 8 (inf_fail is a portion of cases where lemmatization worked correctly, but inflection did not; lem_fail is a portion of cases where inflection worked correctly, but lemmatization did not). It can be seen that phpMorhpy consistently performs better at lemmatization while SimpleNLG performs better at inflection.
SimpleNLG shows much better results with inflection than with lemmatization. Tables 6 and 7 show that each tool has failed tests at least in one of the categories, so we can calculate the general coverage of tests in which at least one tool shows a positive result. This will show maximum level of efficiency that potentially could be achieved by using mentioned tools together (see table 9 ). According to the table 9, the total accuracy of both lemmatization and inflection is quite high. If a way of combining different tools with the guaranteed selection of the correct result can be found, the accuracy of such lemmatizer will be 92% for the worst case among adjectives and close to the 100% among nouns and verbs. Table 10 contains data about possible improvement of phpMorphy by combining it with other tools in cases when they perform better. It can be seen that phpMorphy lemmatizing efficiency can be significantly improved in lemmatizing adjectives (where it performs poorly). Improvement to other parts of speech is minor because phpMorphy already performs very well for them. V. CONCLUSION So results of research shows that the best available tool for the English language inflection is SimpleNLG while lemmatizing is performed better with phpMorphy. PhpMorphy is very good at lemmatizing most parts of speech except adjectives, but its performance for adjectives can be significantly improved by combining with other tools.
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